
When Vorum announced the end of their activity, devoted listeners of death metal horde from Åland 

Islands were surely devastated by the news. The loss was soon compensated, though, with the arrival 

of Concrete Winds. The artists behind Vorum, currently recording under a new name, made up for it 

with an album entitled Primitive Force. And they made up for it in the best way imaginable. 

Concrete Winds’ bandcamp promises 25 minutes of pure blasphemy, sadism and dystopia which is 

exactly what the listeners get. Primitive Force could be described as continuation to Current 

Mouth, Vorum’s EP and at the same time their last release. Rawness of Vorum’s work is amplified to 

the maximum on Concrete Winds’ debut. Similarities to the mentioned band are most 

understandable, but what makes Concrete Winds outstanding is how they go further, their music 

sounding even wilder and more chaotic. Pure rage emanating from Concrete Winds’ debut is also 

similar to fierceness radiating from the Swedish Degial’s material. 

Title of Concrete Winds’ release is unarguably a fitting one - the sound is primitive indeed, and the 

studio production is everything but crystal clear. The full-length’s first track, Infant Gallow, already 

provides an example of that, attacking the listeners with sharp, sinister riffs. In addition to such 

furious sound, aggression-filled vocals and racing drumming there is still room for impressive solos 

and more complex motifs - or in any case as complex as it gets with musical genre represented 

by Concrete Winds and the length of their songs (the album’s longest track is just over four minutes). 

Next tracks race further at breakneck speed, making it impossible for the listeners to rest even for a 

moment during songs such as the brutal Tyrant Pulse or the title-track. At the same time it’s 

impossible to describe the album as “monotonous” with tracks as good as the final Death 

Transmission, which slows down eerily only to maintain the pace again in the next moment. 

Concrete Winds masterfully arrange their songs in a way which doesn’t get boring or repetitive. 

There is hardly something to criticise on an album as powerful as Primitive Force – although the fact 

that Concrete Winds’ release is not necessarily a breakthrough or innovative approach to death 

metal could be considered a disadvantage for some. One of the biggest advantages of the album, 

though, is how easily the listener can ignore the lack of musical revelations with such rabid and 

merciless death metal at its best. 

Primitive Force, nearly half an hour of uncompromising aggression, will be released on the 16th of 

August by Sepulchral Voice Records - a label thanks to which albums of Necros Christos, Grave 

Miasma or Degial, to name a few, have been released. It’s more than difficult to disagree with the 

words used by the band to announce the release: “Vorum is dead, Concrete Winds is deadly”. The 

album is short, concise and right to the point - Primitive Force truly is a hit between the eyes and it is 

definitely worth listening. 
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